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ABSTRACT

An oceanic planetary boundary layer model is used to determine the effects of

fresh water flux on the seasonal pycnocline and mixed layer at Ocean Station "P"

(50*N, 145 W). First sensitivity of the model was tested by constant forcing with a

range of values of precipitation minus evaporation. Then realistic forcing with daily

average evaporation, monthly average precipitation values, observed winds and heat

fluxes were applied to the model for a simulation of the year 1967.

The sensitivity study revealed that precipitation and evaporation have a
significant impact on the seasonal evolution of mixed layer depth and temperature.

even though the surface heat flux is not changed. The use of realistic forcing indicates

the importance of having realistic initial salinity profiles in such models. This is

especially true in the autumn and winter seasons when rainfall reduces seasonal mixed

layer deepening by as much as 25 meters, representing a 20% change. For the

simulation of the year 1967, the model-predicted values of salinity very closely follow

climatology for the the first half of the year. During the late summer and fall, predicted
salinity is greater than suggested by the climatology and may be due to unrealistically

steady values of precipitation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The upper layer of the ocean responds to atmospheric forcing on seasonal,
synoptic and diurnal time scales Garwood (1977) [Ref. 1]. Krauss and Turner (1967)

[Ref. 2] were the first to model the development of a thermally homogeneous oceanic
mixed layer by assuming that the heat input at the air-sea interface and the mass

- entrainment at the bottom of the layer are mixed uniformly throughout the layer in a
time scale short relative to those longer time scales of interest for prediction.

The wind stress at the ocean surface generates turbulent kinetic energy which
does work against the buoyancy forces, thus increasing the potential energy in the

mixed layer. The model predicts the discontinuity in temperature and density that
occurs at the bottom of the mixed layer that is caused by the deepening of the mixed
layer, the rate of which is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the density jump.
The Krauss and Turner model [Ref. 2] was tuned by Denman (1973) [Ref. 31 and was
used by Denman and Miyake (1973) [Pef 4] to predict sea surface temperature for a

-" 12-day period at Ocean Station "P"' in the Pacific Ocean (50 0N, 145 0 W). This was the
first simulation of the oceanic mixed layer at Ocean Station "P", and their predictions
were well-verified by actual observations for this short period of 12 days. The effect of
salinity in their short period case was insignificant because the salinity was constant to
a depth of 60 meters, and the thermal mixed layer was always less than 60 meters deep.

At the air-sea interface a salinity flux occurs as a result of precipitation and
evaporation. At the bottom of the mixed layer, a salinity flux is due to entrainment of
water having a different salinity. Miller (1976) [Ref. 5] was the first to include salinity

in a mixed layer model. Using BOMEX Period III upper ocean soundings for periods
as long as 0 days, Miller showed the effects of salinity on mixed-layer temperatures
and depths and the effects of precipitation on surface salinity and temperature in the
tropical Atlantic. Miller studied three different cases in the deepening regime. Two of
the cases concerned the heating and cooling characteristics of the mixed layer itself.
while the third case dealt with the thermal relationship between the mixed layer and the
region below. Miller showed that if the mixed layer salinity is greater than the salinity
.immediately below the mixed layer, convective overturning may occur because of a
density instability unless a sufficiently large temperature decrease also occurs across the

.. 4"
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interface. A large density jump significantly slows the deepening rate of the mixed

laver because it leads to an appreciable increase in potential energy with only a small

amount of deepening. With a net downward heat flux at the surface, the mixed layer

tends to warm. However, at the bottom of the layer colder water is entrained by the

deepening mixed layer and this tends reduce the lver temperature. Without salinity flux

effects, the cooling due to entrainment is often greater than the heating from the

surface, and the layer may experience a net cooling. With salinity included, the layer

may deepen more slowly and entrain less cold water at the bottom, causing the surface

heating to dominate, and the mixed laver temperature to increase. When precipitation
occurs in conjunction with high surface winds, Miller showed that the new mixed layer

is deeper than at lower wind speeds. The effect of light precipitation accompanied by

large surface winds cannot be detected by changes in surface salinity or temperature.

However, heav rainfall accompanied by light winds can lead to temperature and

salinity decreases in significant amounts. Miller concluded that the most significant

effect of inclusion of salinity was the reduced cooling rate of the mixed layer due to

*reduced entrainment of water from the pycnocline into the base of the layer. This tVe

of' density structure can also lead to a temperature inversion (temperature increasing

with depth) immediately below the mixed layer. Miller also concluded that the short-

term effects of precipitation were greatest under conditions of light winds and heavy

rainfall during which a shallow stable layer is produced at the ocean surface.

Considering Miller's findings, it is apparent that salinity is oniy occasionally

important in determining the density structure for synoptic time scales. It is

hypothesized here, however that although the relative importance of salinity effects on

the short term evolution of the density profile may not be significant, a long term
imbalance between evaporation and precipitation may contribute to the buoyancy

structure and could lead to significant changes in seasonal-scale mixed layer evolution.

R. Paulus (1978) [Ref. 6]. studied the effects of a salinity profile on density

structure and the added effects of surface salinity flux for a period of two months.

Paulus showed that the inclusion of salinity structure in a one dimensional model of

ocean thermal structure did not significantlv affect mixed layer depth or temperature

-. ', prediction during the summer period. During the winter period, Paulus showed that

salinity structure tended to inhibit deepening, yielding a slightly warmer, and shallower

,mixed laver. He concluded that surface salinity flux could significantly alter the

NJ thickness of the isothermal layer during precipitation. and he predicted a tendcncy for

0I4
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increased thickness during some periods of net downward heat flux when evaporation

exceeds precipitation.

12,
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IITHEORY

A. SURFACE OCEANIC PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER
The ocean mixed layer is assumed here to be coincident with the fully turbulent

region of the upper ocean that is bounded above bv the sea-air interface, and below by
a dvnamically stable watermass. The wind and buoyancy flux through the surface are

the sources of mechanically energy for the generation of this turbulence.

According to Krauss and Turner (1967) [Ref. 2j the mixed layer is considered to

be quasi-homogeneous (mathematically approximated to be well mixed). Below this
turbulent boundary layer. the water column is hydrostatically stable. See Figure 2.1

Region I is the fully turbulent mixed laver of depth h. and region II is the slightly
stable, intermittently turbulent entrainment zone of thickness 6 Region I II is the stable

-" underlying watermass having vertical f',.,xes negligible in comparison to those of region

I.

The prediction or the rate of deepening (or retreat) at the mixed laxer is
dependent upon an understanding of the dynamics of the entrainment process. It is

.' -'assumed that the turbulence of the overlying mixed layer provides the energy needed

to destabilize and erode the underlying stable water mass in accordance with Garwood

, (1977) [Ref. 1].

Due to mechanical mixing at the surface, temperature, salinity. density and
consequently mixed laver depth as well as the thickness of the entrainment or
transition zone will all change in time. From Figure 2.1. the conservation of heat

requires that:

(AT,'6h) = (h)(-6T) (2.1)

or

6T =- (AT)(Sh)'h.

The discontinuity AT = T - T(z= -h, where T is the mixed laver temperature,
VT(z=-h) is the temperature imrnmcdiateiv below the mixed layer. arid 6T is the

%
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Figure 2.1 Idealized temperature and mean velocity profiles..

temperature reduction due to entrainment. In the entrainment process, Equation (2.2)

becomes:

OT AT i. (2.3)

which can be recognized as the First Law of Thermodynamics. The time derivative,
ah at = We, is the entrainment velocity. In general Oh:Ot depends also on the vertical

velocity or advection,

Oh WC V e-W(- h) (2.4)

14
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The entrainment heat flux is -AT We = T'W'(-h). The entrainment heat flux

must be less than or equal to zero if AT > 0.

Considering now the vertical exchange of heat for a turbulent fluid:

J adz= So c(TW') dz (2.5)
-.-6 Mt -h z 2.5T

Solving the integrals:

-A
OT T")__a w TNVY-_h ) or(2.6)

ST 1T e" -  - p (2.7)

Where AT = T - T?-h-S), and Q0.'pCp = -T'W'(0). To close the problem, an
equation for W e needs to be derived to predict h(t).

A useful simple model for We is that of Kraus and Turner (1967) [Re!. 21 who

suggested:

We = [CU ., - C2 a g h (Qo,p Cp)h]'(a g h AT) 2.S

Although this equation will be replaced by an improved turbulence closure model

[Garwood, (1977)] [Ref. 11 in the actual investigations undertaken in this rescarch.
Equation (2.8) is useful for scale analysis and to demonstrate how the inclusicn c

salinity changes the functional form of the entrainment equation.

1. Entrainment "Jump Condition" For Salinity

The mixed layer depth h is the distance over which turbulent enerev must be
transported by the vertical component of turbulent velocity. The one-dimensional

salinity budget is:

15
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OSiOt = -O(W'S')~z. (2.9)

Three assumptions are made:
(i) S(z) is well mixed between the surface and the bottom of the mixed layer

* (z = 0, and z =-h).

(ii) S(z) has a near discontinuity between z = -h, and z -h-6, 6 < < h.

(iii) The vertical flux of S, S'W', vanishes at z- <-h-6.

Figure 2.2 shows the assumed S(z).

%Z

a,

-.2 .. .
A

__h

Figure 2.2 Assumed S(z) Distribution in Mixed Layer.

This assumption is based on the reduced level or absence of turbulence below the

mixed layer. The distribution of S does not have to be perfectly homogeneous above

z = -h, but it does have to be much more well-mixed than it is below the mixed layer.

Vertically integrating, Equation (2.9) across the entrainment zone gives Equation

(2.10). Since h is variable in time, Leibnitz Rule of integration applies here [see

16
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Equation (2.11)1. For our problem, a = -h(t), and b = -h(t)-6 Therefore, Equation

(2.12).

.-h(t) d - dz (2.10)

eW = F dz -4- a a+ ~ (2.11)

Shsdz - S(z=-h)- h -S(-h-6 Oh (2.12)ct h- Ct It

prcvided that 6 does not change in time (6 ;6(t), or is small compared to h, then

S-h) eh et - S(-h-6) OhiOt = AS OhiOt.
The first term of Equation (2.12) is 0, Ot- (S-AS,/2) = <S>. For a perfect

discontinuity 6 0 0, < S > is the approximate average of S over the small entrainment

zone, and ATgh Ot = -W'S'(-h) + W"S(-h-6) - a(S 6). If turbulence is negligible

. below the mixed layer, W'S'(-h-6) 0. Therefore, the "jump condition" for

, entrainment of salinity into the mixed layer reduces to:

AK Oh Ot = -W'S'(-h). (2.13)

2. Effect of Salinity on the Equilibrium Solution

Assume a steady state balance between the work done by the wind stress and

the buoyant damping, sc that W e = 0. Furthermore assume no vertical advection.

SW(-h) = 0. Then the entrainment model, Equation (2.8) reduces to:
'p.'.

1e=CI U3(a g h AT) - C, Qo(p Cp AT) = 0 , (2.14)

which is a diagnostic equation for mixed layer depth,

"U N
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h = gu p =L (2.15)

Here L is the Obukhov length scale. Equation (2.15) is the solution when there is no
entrainment, where [a g qo (p Cp)] = Bo is the surface buoyancy flux. Because h is
inversely proportional to Qo1 the mixed layer temperature is even more strongly

affected by Qo than is h:

OT Ot = Qo,'(p C h) OCQ 2. (2.16)
p

Including a surface salinity flux, S'W'(0) = S(E-P), and assuming a steady
state balance between the work done by the wind stress and the buoyant damping and
no vertical advection, the mixed layer depth equation reduces to:

h L 3h [a g Qo.(P ) + Og (1-E) (2.17)

where 0.76"103 kg,gm and E-P is net evaporation minus precipitation in m'sec.

Equation (2.17) is the solution when there is no entrainment. With salinity included the
total surface buoyancy flux is:

B0 = [a g Q0 (p CP) + 0 g (P-E) S]. (2.18)

The predicted effect on mixed layer temperature is:

eT, = (QoP p)ih OC QO[Q 0 + Pa (P-E) S1. (2.19)

From Equation (2.19), even considering the incoming solar radiation as a constant, it is
apparent that precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) influences temperature indirectly
by affecting mixed layer depth. If precipitation exceeds evaporation, a positive value of

(P-E) is generated which increases the temperature with time. The opposite is true
when evaporation is greater than precipitation. Using the linearized Equation of State.
a g AT can be replaced by AB:

IS



AB = a g AT -3gAS (2.20)

AS" = --§(- h - 6), where J3 is the thermal expansion coefficient, AS is the saiinity

discontinuity AS = S-S(-h - 6). S is the mixed layer salinity. S(-h - 6) is the salinity

Sinunediately below the mixed laver. The mixed laver salinity budget is:

6) e =S_ S(E - P) - W AS
*.t

Equation (2.21) shows that the change in salinity with time directly depends on both

the fresh water flux and the entrainment velocity.

3. Entrainment and Turbulent Kinetic Energy Equation

Although the Kraus-Turner model Equation (2.8), was useful for a simplified

analysis of the effect of salinity on the turbulent entrainment problem, a more realistic

turbulence closure method will be used for quantifying the importance of salinity in the

real ocean. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget is the basis for the improved

model. The TKE equation is:

= TV I NV_-j [1E ) (2.22)-i.Tt'-2 CC T

.5,-

where E =L 2 + V,2 + W,2.

The time rate of change of turbulent kinetic energy is usually the smallest term

and can be neglected. The shear production term. [-u'1w'OU az-vwV zJ, which

represents the rate of mechanical production is often the dominant source of TKE. The

vertical temperature flux, T'W', is either a source or sink for TKE. depending upon its

sign. In the case of a downward heat flux during the day. TW' < 0 destroys

turbulence. However, at night T'W' is usually negative, creating turbulence by "ree

convection. The divergence of the turbulent flux of KE or turbulent diffusion is.

- z[W'(E.'2 4- P' pO)]. Locally, at the bottom of the laver during occasions of

entrainment, a net convergence of flux of energy is necessar" to maintain the

., downward buoyancy flux for deepening the mixed laver. The term c represents viscous

dissipation. Because of the local isotropy, c is assumed divided equally among the

19
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component TKE budgets. In the entrainment zone at the base of the mixed layer,

Equation (2.22) reduces to Equation (2.23).

For finite AT, the growth of the internal boundar-y layer is slow, so

0 et(E 2)-h may be negligible. Since the convergence of flux of turbulent energy at the

interface is primarily responsible for the entrainment buoyancy flux, it is necessary to

estimate the time scale rv required to transport a portion of the available turbulent

energy (E) to the vicinity of the entrainment interface:

0 ( P)] - h"- E (2.24)

Where E -v = vf/' E h. W' is the transport of turbulence. For large W', tv has to

be small, and

= h Vw (2.25)

N 4. TKE in the Entrainment Zone

Using Equations (2.24). (2.25) and the jump condition Equation (2.13),

Equation (2.23) becomes:

E,_ <E gA (2.26)

where the first term of Equation (2.26) represents unsteadiness, the second term is

transport, and the last term represents the entrainment buoyancy flux term which

destroys turbulence.
If the unsteadiness is negligible in Equation (2.26), an expression for W. can

be derived:

Recalling that the Krauss and Turner equation for the entrainment velocity is given bvw

20
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XV = ___ < E > (.7

(C U C g hQO C (ha gAT)(2.28)

A W~~e =[ 1 U- 2 ghQp ID '(a AT

a comparison with Equation (2.27) is possible.

5. Bulk Turbulence Closure Mixed-Layer Model Equations Without Salinity

Entrainment rate

% W W, (2. 29)

eh O = e -V-( h)(2.30)

Total Turbulent Kinetic Energy

i'~&(h <E >)=G 4Gh.BO-BhD (2. 31)

Vert'.cal Turbulent Kinetic Energy.

t(h < >-z= B0 -B + R-D(2.32)A 0Rh+7

Mixed Laver Temperature:

C,<T> (oC)-A -(2.33)

21
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Mixed Layer Currents [Equations (2.34) and (2.35)1:

h <- > ) fh < v > + (2.34)

t(h <-v> ) fh < u > +(235)

The Shear Production at the surface, at the bottom and the Buoyant Damping

Production at the surface are respectively Equations (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38):

3 2 2~ 3,'4
G --o _ u3 = 1-) + () (2.36)

Gh=[<i>2 + <-> 2 ]e (2.37)

' ,1

Bo = cg h T'W'(0) = -gh Qo(p C ) (2.38)

Buoyant Damping, Production at the bottom of the layer:

Bh = a g h AT We (2.39)

Dissipation:

D =2 <E > .32 (2.40)

Redistribution:

The Temperature Jump:

or

where r is the lapse rate below the mixed layer.
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R = 2( <> -3 < w-> )1, (2.41)

-: AT= < T > -T(-h) (2.42)

AT-= < T > - (To . rh). (2.43)

6. Adding Salinity to the Model
(1) a g Qo(P Cp) has to be replaced with a net downward surface buoyancy

flux. BO,

Bo =a g [Qo(P C) gg (E - P) (2.44)

where:

= 0.76 * 10 3 k'gm,

S = mixed layer salinity (gin, kg), and

E - P = evaporation - precipitation (mm'hour).

(2) Replacing a g AT with AB:

AB = a g AT- 3 g AS, (2.45)

where the salinity discontinuity = -S h - 6)
(3) Adding a salinity equation for the mixed laver:

S = S '- P) 3(2.46)

7. Summary of Equations -,ith Salinity

S( z <- h needs to be specified

P z <- h , needs to be specified
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= W- '(- h) (2.47)

e=C (2.48)

t [o(gt) e AT(2.4 9

S S( )- W AS'I e (2.50)

A S = h-( - h-) (2.51)

%"

AT = T-T(-h-6) (2.52)
A

AB = a g AT - Pg AT (2.53)

Bo = a g gS-( E P) (2.54)

* .d: 8. Model Constants

Pa Density of air

Po Density of sea water
a.0 Thermal expansion coefficients

g Acceleration of gravity

C Specific heat at constant pressure
p

Cd Drag coefficient

* • -' 24
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f Coriolis parameter (latitude dependent)

It The following boundarY conditions have to be prescribed hourly:

Wind stress (dynes'cm 2)

'Q Incoming solar radiation (W;im2)

Qb Back radiation (W/m 2)
Qe Latent heat flux

Qh Sensible heat flux
E Evaporation (mm, hour)

P Precipitation (mm hour)

.i.

.d, e"

.



III. HYPOTHETICAL EXPERIMENT

A. ADJUSTMENT OF THE OPBL TO AN ANNUAL HEATING CYCLE
WITHOUT SALINITY FORCING

The bulk second order closure method of Garwood (1977, JPO) [Ref. 1) is

employed to simulate the oceanic planetary boundary layer for a full year. The

specified (hourlyt boundary conditions are wind stress (T), solar radiation (QS)' net

upward turbulent heat flux and back radiation (Qb), evaporation (E), and precipitation

(P). The predicted variables are mixed layer depth (h), temperature (T), and salinity (S).

Also. the temperature profiles and salinity profiles below the mixed layer need to be
N" specif ed as initial conditions

This simple hypothetical case is computed to show the relative importance of

excess precipitation or of excess evaporation over a time period of at least one year.

The primar" question is the sensitivity of the annual cycle to a variety of' prescribed

values of preciptation minus evaporaticn kP-E. held constant for one year during

Which the mixed layer is experiencing an annual period heatng and cooling cycle. In

order to determine the sensitivity to P-E, it first is rjecessary to simulate the annual

cycle in mixed layer depth and temperature due to surlace heating alone with P-E = 0.
Ficre 3.1 shows the annual cycle in mixed laver depth for this case. and Figure 3.2

shows the temperature annual cycle. These results are typical for the mid-latitude

mxed :ayer, in comparison with the climatological data from the atlas of Robinson

[Re -1. In order to verify that a cyclical steady state was achieved approximately, the

computation was continued for a second year. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the second-

year predicticns for h and T, respectively. A comparison of the results for the two

diFerent years shows that cyclical steady state is approximated. For both years the

f'crcing conditions and initial conditions were:

to = 0.7,5 dynes cm cm (wind stress)

PME = 0. mm hour (precipitation - evaporation)

"" Q = 150. watts m,m (net heat flux)

h 0) = 60 C (initial temperature)
S.. SfO( = 34. ppm (initial salinity)

v 0) = 6000 cm (initial mixed layer depth)

A.\ = 2. (model constant)

AZR = P= 2 = 1. (model constants)
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MIXED L9FYER DEPTH (ANNUAL CYCLEI

C

C;'

"r

..

C

0.0... 0.00 89.76 179.52 269.28 359.04

DAYS

Figure 3.1 Mixed layer depth (annual cycle).

AG -1 g = 0.2 C- 1 cm sec 2

With the above conditions, and with no precipitation or evaporation a slightly
deeper mixed layer was observed at the end of the first year, having a value of 8971 cm.

The temperature did not show a significant change, being equal to 5.48 0 C at the end

of the year.

These new values of temperature (5.48 0 C), and mixed layer depth (8971 cm) were
entered as initial conditions for the second year of identical surface forcing.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that the mixed layer depth, starting at 89.71 meters,
shallows at the beginning of the year (which for this hypothetical case is considered to

be March 21, the vernal equinox) until day 90, when it then deepens slowly until day
270, the autumnal equinox. After this, during the hypothetical fall season, the mixed
layer deepens faster through day 360. At the very end of the year there is shallowing

'12a'ain to a value of 93 meters (just before "spring"), a somewhat deeper value compared
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TEMPERATURE (ANNUAL CYCLE)

211.
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0.00 89.76 179.52 269.28 359.04
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Figure 3.2 Temperature (annual cycle).

with the initial value of the second year. This indicates a nearly closed annual cycle is

occurring in the mixed layer depth which is in agreement with a "perfect" climatology.

Figure 3.4 shows an almost perfect annual cycle in temperature. Starting at a value of

5.4S 0 C, the temperature gets warmer, peaking at a value of 13.71 0 C at day 180.

Afterwards, the temperature decreases until the end of the year, showing a slightly

colder final temperature of4.980 C. This is in approximate agreement with the first year

computation and with climatology typical for the temperate oceans.

B. SENSITIVITY OF THE ANNUAL CYCLE TO SALINITY FORCING

Having established the cyclical response to thermal forcing alone, net

precipitation and evaporation was added to determine the sensitivity of the OPBL to

- . surface fluxes of salinity. The hypothesis to be tested is that net precipitation minus
evaporation may have a significant effcct on the mixed layer on seasonal and longer
time scales.
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MIXED LHYER DEPTH (9NNU9L CYCLE)

0
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0.00 89.76 179.S2 269.28 359.04

DRYS

Figure 3.3 Second year mixed laver depth.

The mean annual rainfall at 50ON and 145 0 W is about 1 meteryear (Dorman

and Bourke, 1979) lRcf. 8). Thus the upper bound of P-E was taken as 1 m'year. The

model was forced for a full year with this rate of net precipitation. Next the model was

again integrated for 20 different cases, reducing I'-E by 0.1 m year for each case, but

starting with identical initial conditions.

V 1. Results

Figure 3.5 depicts the mixed laycr depth versus time for the collection of cases,

with P-E varying between + I myear and -1 m'year. To show the sensitivity to P-E,

the results in Figure 3.5 are subtracted from the P-E = 0 case, Figure 3.6.

From Figures 3.5 and 3.6, it is apparent that the initial depth for the different

cases of P-E was the same 89.71 meters. For all values of P-F it begins to shallow until

day 90 and then deepens rapidly, especially when P-E is negative. For the case of no

precipitation and no evaporation the depth of the mixed laer starts at 89.71 n, begins

N2
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TEMPERATURE (ANNUAL CYCLE)

iL

o5 , u-"n

.5 K

-0i .00 29. 76 179.52 269}. 28 3. .04

- I.
"'. Figure 3.4 Second year temperature.

=,;.,to shallow until day 90 to a value of around 35 m, then it deepens rapidly until day

345, after which it shallows to 93 meters. This is several meters deeper than the initial

value.

For the cases where the evaporation is greater than precipitation, creating a

net evaporation situation, the mixed layer depth anomaly increases throughout the

year. As evaporation increases, the salinity first increases then drops. Thus at the

be .ining of the year until day 90, a slight shallowing of mixed layer depth (M LD) is

observed, but it is not as shallow as is the case with P-E > 0. This is due to the

reduction in the downward surface buoyancy flux, causing a deeper h, as predicted by
Equation (2.15). By continuously evaporating fresh water from the sea surface and by

cooling, the surface water becomes denser than the water lying immediately below. As

a result, the surface water sinks until it encounters water of the same density. A
decrease in surface temperature and a consequent increase in salinity is observed in

30
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MIXEDLAYER DEPTH (CM)
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MIXED LAYER DEPTH ANOMALY (CM)
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Figure 3.6 Mean annual mixed !aver depth anomaly icrn).
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Figure 3.", showing a more stable ocean which affects the deepening rate of the mixed

laxer. As an example. contrasting the values for mixed layer depth at day K) far the

cases of P-E = 0.5 n year and P-E = -0.5 m year, it is observed that tie \LI i 1)

in and 33.5 rn, respectively. When there is more rain the ocean is more stratified ,see

Figure 3.7), and the ocean concentrates heat into a shallower dep-h..After day' 91.

when evaporation exceeds precipitation, the MLD begins to deepen very rapidly and

this brings water with lower salinity to the surface, diluting the surface salintx, Ihe

net result is a very rapid deepening rate of the mixed laver unt:I day 145. Ihis

e. completes the annual cycle.

When P-E = -0.7 year or less the MLD reaches the bottom of the model
ocean, and the results are not relevant to the real ocean after day 3,15. For the case of

P-E = -0.5 m year, the MLD at the end of the year is greater than 100 meters. Jh:s isN -' ecause the salinity at the surface increases continuousiy due to constant evaporation.

This higher salinity water will entrain further into the thermocline. creating a mixed

aver deeper than the initial value. When there is more rain than evaporation, the
ruxed layer after day 90 deepens more slowly than when evaporation is taken into

account because turbulence is dampened as predicted by Equations (2.44) and (2.4Si.

However, the dilution effect is not as large as it is in the evaporation case because

increased stability also reduces entrainment. For the case of P-E = 0.5 m year, after

dav 90 the mixed layer deepens until da, 345. It continues deepening but at a slight,

slower rate than before, reaching a depth of 73.5 meters at the end of the model vear.
This value is shallower than the initial value of 89.71 meters, as was expected.

Figure 3.6 dep'cts the mixed !ayer depth anomaly irelative to the P-L =

case! throughout the year. When evaporation exceeds precipitation, the anonallV
:n'reases until day 15 after which it beeins to decrease until day 90. resulting in a net

shailowing of the mixed laver. The NILD then increases until day 345. after which it

decreases again. For 0.5 m year of net evaporation, the anomaly value at the end o!
,he cycle is greater than 20 meters, indicating that the )OLD is greater than the :nit:al

.,. ,ailue. When there is a net precipitation, the anomaly (negative in this case Qho'win: a
I, i ttin tean m

\lLD less deeper than the initial value, decreases until day 15. It then increases unti

dav 90). after which it decreases until day 3-45. Subqequently the anomaly tarts to

:rcrease acain. For 0.5 i year of net precipitation, the anomaly at the end 0t te cxc'c

-19 rneter indicatin that the MI .D is shaLl!ower than the initial value.
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Figure 3.7 depicts the mean annual salinity for the hypothetical cases studied,

and Figure 3.8 depicts the mean annual salinity anomaly. From these figures, it is seen

that when evaporation exceeds precipitation, the salinity is greater than the case

without evaporation. With continuous evaporation, the salinity value increases.

However, when the mixed layer entrains the lower salinity water from below, the

sa.initv decreases, countering the effect of surface evaporation. From Figure 3.7 it is

apparent that as the evaporation rate increases, the salinity value also increases, but
tnen 't drops. This indicates that the mixed laver depth is affected. The higher value of

salinitv occurs near day 220, with a value of 34.35 p.p.m. When the precipitation

exceeds evaporation, the salinity is decreased by the continuous net rainfall. A striking

feature in Fi2ures 3.7 and 3.S is the almost horizontal contour lines occurring after day

ISO. The reason for this is that the precipitation is providing fresh water at the same

rate that entrainment is providing salty water. Hence there must exist a near-perfect

balance between the surface and entrainment salinity fluxes for almost the entire last

half of the year.

Figure 3.9 depicts the mean annual temperature for the cases studied, and

* Figure 3.10 shows the mean annual temperature anomaly. These figures show that

* starting w.i:h an initial temperature of 5.4S°C. the surface water gets warmer with

either net precipitation or net evaporation. A peak temperature value of

approximately 14.5 0 C at day 165 to day 175 was obtained for P-E = I m year. after

which coolinc occurred throughout the rest of the year. returnine to a value near the
.initial one. This shows a marked annual cycle. As expected, the water warms during

Arl threu,;h September (day ISO), corresponding to the heating period. The water

cools during the remaining period. The maximum temperature is associated with the

late summer or early autunm, and the minimum value with the late winter or early

* spring.

* For the case of net evaporation the mixed layer is deeper, causing the heat to

be concentrated over a greater depth and reducing the seasonal temperature increase.

, lowever, the fall cooling rate is les than the cooling rate when net precipitation is

considered. This feature can be related to the annual cycles of heating and cooling and

of :.tpical temperature profiles at Ocean Station "P". In April (as shown in Figure 3.9

corresponding to days 15-30) with the advent of the heating period, a thermocline is

formed. Ihe cverlving waters continue to warm, and the thermocline grows until the

cn"d c,: the heating period. 1T1e heat is not transferred below the thermocline, and a

. 4
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TEMPERATURE ANOMALY (C)
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L remnant of the cold isothermal (isohaline) structure formed during the previous winter

remains. During the cooling period, the surface layer cools and deepens. The

thermocline decays and sinks. Usually by March it vanishes along with the secondary

halocline. The heating is due mainly to radiant energy from the sun which occurs only

during daytime. During the heating period some of the heat gained in daytime is

retained through the night; hence there is a cumulative heat gain. Between day 120

and day ISO (beginning of the cooling season), cooling and evaporation become

dominant. The density of the surface waters increases and convective mixing occurs.

q This process erodes the thermocline gradually throughout the cooling season

(Dodimed, Favorite, Hirano 1962) [Ref. 9].

Figure 3.10 shows the evolution of the seasonal temperature anomaly. The

anomaly value increases with the amount of precipitation and also with time to a peak

N, value of approximately I C at day 195 (beginning of October). This coincides with the

minimum low salinity value (33.5 ppm), and a shallower mixed layer depth.

C. SUMMARY OF SENSITIVITY STUDY

It is clear that a net value of precipitation or evaporation may have a significant

effect on the seasonal cycle of the mixed laver. The freshwater flux across the air-sea

boundary is likely to affect the salinity field in the upper zone. The freshwater flux is

determined mainly bv the incoming fresh water due to precipitation and the outgoing

fresh water due to evaporation (P-E). The surface water of the ocean becomes diluted

or concentrated, depending on wether or not fresh water is added or taken away.

Dilution in the open ocean is mainly accomplished by precipitation. Salinity

concentration on the other hand, is accomplished by evaporation of fresh water from

the sea surface.

It is concluded that net precipitation or net evaporation or P-E have a potentially

large effect on the mixed layer, but the effect is not significant unless there is an

accLumulation of net P-E over time.
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IV. ANNUAL SIMULATION AT OCEAN STATION "P"

Since the OPBL model depends on the interaction between the heat and

momentum fluxes to determine the amount of TKE available for changing the mixed

la .er depth (ILD), it is important that the phase and magnitude of the surface wind

fbrcing and surface heating be represented realistically by the forcing data used for the

model boundary conditions. It is also important to provide realistic initial conditions

for the thermocline and halocline below the mixed layer. The steepness of the

,pcnocline will determine the rate of deepening of the mixed laver by a given amount

of available TKE.

A. OCEANOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY OF THE REGION

Since 1949 the waters of the northeast Pacific Ocean region have been surveyed

oceanographically year-around. This includes oceanographic observations at Ocean

Weather Station (OWS) -P- (Lat. 500N. Long. 145 0 W). The available data reveals

many c~atures of the temporal variations of the water properties at this position.

Fur-hermore, the year-around continuity of the data collection at OWS "P' enables

analysis of the sequence of oceanographic events that have occu,-red in the region

between the periods of the major surveys (Susumu Tabata 1961. Susumu Tabata 1965)

[Ref. 1I0] [Ref. 111.

:The North Pacific Ocean is dominated bv a low pressure system iAleutian Low)

in the winter and by a high pressure system North Pacific High) in the surmuner.

During October through Apri., the core of the Aleutian Low lies generally along the

;,\utian chain, from t'e Kamchatka Peninsula to the Alaska mainland. The North
Pacific 10igh, on the other hand, lies generally about 2000 km west of the Pacific coast

01 tre United States and is present from May through September. These two systems

govern prevailing mean surface winds in the northeast Pacific. During the winter, the

Aleutian Low results in the mean air flow being directed northward in the Gulf o'

Alaska. In the summer, the North Pacific High causes winds to be directed to zhe

Stn~east or east. At Station "P' the prevailing winds are soutiiwesterlies for all
e.sons. Alhouh ie direction of' the mean monthly winds does not change much

:rcm season to seascn, the magnitude; of winds are about twice as large in winter (13

n as in su'.mcr, Xl e:oroio.gicai B:anch 1961 [Ref 1 21.
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iUnder the influence of the wind system over the North Pacific Ocean, the sur:Uce

waters flow eastward across the North Pacific. Station "P' lies in the path of this ilow.
This flow consists of the West Wind Drift and the Subartic Current. The former crri'es

the ixed water of the Kuroshio and the Ovashio. and the latter transports the

Ovashio water that has not actively mixed with the Kuroshio. In the vicinity of Station

'P' these two currents are not easily distinguishable, and the Station appears to lie ;n

the vicinity of the boundary between these two currents.

The dominant features of the salinity structure of the Eastern Subartic Water in

the region are the presence of an upper zone (0-100 m), a halocline (100-200 mr. and a
- .[. lower zone (> 200 m). The upper zone is characterized by relatively low salinity water

* 32.- ppin). In winter, the water in this zone is mixed to homogeneity. and hence the

salinity in the zone is considered constant. However, in the summer an appreciable

vertical salinity gradient is present in the zone. The halocline represents a transitional

zone between the upper and lower zones. Here the salinity increases with depth by as

much as 1.0 ppm over an interval of only 100 m. In the lower zone, the salinity

* increases gradualiy with depth.

The water in the upper zone is isotherma! in winter. However, in the summer a

well defined thermocline occurs in this zone, and the temperature may decrease with

derth by as much as SOC over an interval of only 20 m. In the halocline the

temperature generatly decreases with depth. Occasionall a temperature inversion may

occur, accompanied by a compensating downward salinity gradient. In the lower zone

zie temoerature decreases gradually with depth.

To the south of the Subartic Water lies the Subtropic Water. The Subartic

Bounda:-v separates these two water masses. The boundary lies about 400 miles south
of Station 'P. The Subtropic Water is more saline and warmer than the Subartic

Water. It has heen shown (Tullv and Dodimead, 1957; Dodimead, 1958) [Ref' 131

,Ref. I11 that the Subtropic Water lacks the characteristic halocline of the Subartic

Water and posesses a salinity ninimum at depths ranging from 200 to 660 Tn.
Furthermore, the Subtropic Water has no major temperature inversion.

Northwest of Station "P" lies the "dome". It is characterized by relatively higher

salinity and lower temperature than is present in the inmediate surroundings of Station

-, -,,
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1. Factors affecting the variability of temperature and salinity

The net heat flux across the air-sea boir:larv :s ,o ed c: two pri:pa

fluxes radiation and the turbulent heat flux. T'he radiati %e hat flux repre'ents :he

combined effects of incident solar radition, reflected soilar rada::on, and efct:'. e hack

long-wave radiation. The turbulent heat flux consists c ,atent hear bK evaporation and

conduction of sensible heat. While the radiative flux can he estimated with a

reasonable deeree of accuracy the same is not necessarily true "or the turhuen: flux.

The net heat flux has a pronounced annual cycle with the maximum heat gain

occurring in summer and maximum loss occurring in winter.

The freshwater flux across the air-sea boundary affects the salinity field as the

heat flux afl.ects the temperature field. The freshwxater flux is determined mainly hy

incoming freshwater from precipitation and by outgcing fresh water from evaporation.

This flux is computed in this study using observed precipitation amounts and

calculated evaporation rates. Both precipitation and evaporation undergo annual

variations, reaching their respective maximum and minimum at about the same time in

November of each year.

B. SIMULATION OF MIXED-LAYER THERMO-HALINE RESPONSE AT
OWS "P"

The data from Ocean Weather Station (OWS) "P" consist of 3-hourly surface

meteorological and regular (2 - 4 times day) subsurface BT measurements during 1 96.

The 3-hourly forcing that can be derived from the surface observations at O\VS P"

resolves verv well the local diurnal and synoptic meteorological fluctuations and hen,.e

the diurnal and synoptic-scale responses for the model.

The first part of this numerical experiment, using realistic forcing, consists of

running the model with no surface fresh water flux (.no precipitation or evaporation),

and tl-en running the model with a hypothetical constant (annual average) value for

precipitation minus evaporation (P-E). The purpose is to determine the sensitivity of
the model to net P-E over a seasonal time period and longer. A number of model

integrations were made, changing each time the value of P-E (in steps of (). Iin year).

Two of these runs are shown here.

Figure 4.1 depicts observed and calculated values cf NILl) at OWS -P' for 196-

for the null case with P-E = 0 m %ear. Figure 4.2 shows the results at OWS 'PI for

190(-1 for the case of most representative P-E =0. m year, most representative of the

P-E mean at OWS "P"
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From Figure 4.1 it is apparent that the NI LD is too deep at the end f -!: ",,

wth the absence of P-E. With the addition of small values of' P- (order of(. I m ,.e r)

there is no significant improvement in the NILD an-d temperature prediction. I towever.

as more precipitation is added, the MLD becomes shallower and shalower.

The climatological monthly values of precipitation iTable 1 show that i: ramn

. much more during the fall than does during the rest of the %ear. Therefbre. tn:s ecson

is expected to be particularl important for this study. As shown in I :Lure 4.2. stari1,

a: about day 2N0. the first day of fail, the observed MLD is about 4 meters...leo

shown is an apparent peak in .ILD at the end of the year which is too shallow in

comparison to the observations. This means that perhaps there is another process that

is important that is not included here. Salinity between days 0 and 100) shows a small

increase because the nixed layer is deepening. By deepening, it is entraining higher

salinity water from below with a greater influx of salinity than can be compensated "or

by precipitation. In the spring, the salinity falls until late summer when it rises again
when, the mixed layer resumes deepening. From this it is apparent that there needs to

be more rain in the fall season than during the rest of the year. Overall, this series of

[-' hypothetical constant P-E runs shows that sufficiently strong precipitation can counter

the "all and winter effect of too-large a predicted deepening rate. This tends to veril\7

the hypothesis that seasonal-scale forcing has a similar effect as the smooth-forcino

case tirst studied.

Tc create more realistic values for P-E, average monthly values of precipitation

are taken from Dorman and Bourke (19-9) [Ref. S]. Table 1 shows the average

monthly values of precipitation at Ocean Weather Station 'P". These values %wi be

included in the model in 30 day steps, thus providing a realistic if not precise seasonal

variability to the salinity forcing. Summing these values indicates an annual

precipitation rate slightly more than 1 m year.

I or the next numerical experiment, E is set equal to zero and P is chaned

monthly according to the values in Table 1. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting prediction

for \1 LD. temperature and salinity. Salinity starts at 34.( ppm at the beginning cf the

year, and an almost insignificant decrease is observed through January until nm:kdle

Februarv after which salinity increases slightly until about the beginning of' April. \t

the same time, temperature decreases to a minimum value of 50 C. MILD enerallv :s

increasing throughout these first 100 days. This shows that the entrainment of hicherp." -

salinitv water from below is occurring at a faster rate than fresh water is bc:ne

precipitated. even though precipitation is large for Januarv and [ebrua.

%I-
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TABLE 1

MONTHLY AVERA-GE RAINFALL AT OCEAN STATION "P"

January 105 mm.
Februarv 100 Mn.
\larch 6 5 m. F

.-\ ,)ril 
6 5 nu n .

\fa y () rm.
J une 5 nun .
J u lv 3 0 rim .
A tifust 50 m.
Se tember 105 m m.
October 125 nun.
November 145 nn.
December 130 mm
SU N 1015 num.

From the middle of April to the end of November, salinity falls to a value of

33."5. At the same time MLD drops and then increases steadily again from August

until the end of the year. The temperature reaches a maximum value of almost 15 C

at day 225. After this. temperature steadily decreases, with a particularly rapid decrease
2"

- after day 330. The final temperature at the end of the year is slightly warmer than it

was for the annual simulation using P-E = 0. The salinity after November shows a

rapid increase, ending the year with a value of 33.82 ppm. The reason for this increase

is the rapid entrainment of underlying water with higher salinity. Most sinilicar.tli.

the depth of the rMj xed la er is about 40 meters shallower than the case with P-E = .

One factcr preventing the MLD from being even deeper in the winter is the permanent

halocline at 150 meters. Also, there is no vertical diffusion in the model, and this may

influence ILD somewhat.

A.. The next step in this study was to compute improved evaporation values using
the Equation (4.1). where Qe evaporation heat flux [cal (cm 2sec)[. p, = densit of'

the ocean water (1.025 gmcm3), L = latent heat of evaporation (590 cal m . F -

4. required evaporation value (cm sec) Using equation 4.1, daily values of evaroration
4 " were computed. Figure 4.4 depicts these daily average values of evaporation (cm sec

at Ocean Station "P" for the year 1967.

Generally. evaporation is greatest when there is a strong wind. In the summer
r t e sky is expected to be relatively clear and the air relatively warm so evaporation

should be expected to be relatively high. In the winter the air temperature is relative iv
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Qe= pL.F -

cJadthere are more clouds1, bt ' '11e win spee Is h;_h So more evapor,.ti)n

cr te expected because w.ith higher \k~nd S, eedS caUSe evaporatuon increaseS. In

"UMMiner it happen, hat there is con ,:Jer~lhie rog .it Oceain Station P T his mexans a

R~e re"..:ve h :iv.Comparing this to I :g:ure 4.4, higher values occur when th.ere

ar xg ind Lpid. nd hemost extrem -e valuaes occu,,r w~hen continental dr-; air is

-s re,<rnt.

rv: strts "it da\ 2(), An'! hI,_her rates or prrecipitation lnegin. So it is probable
:nat rain rate will exceed evaporation considerablv in this season, even thoughn

evanoratlon rates .-re .arge at tlins t~nie. Elvaporation exceeds precliition on a

mor!.hl bas, on.ur:nP \Lt'an August. I he rest or' the year ,s characterized by P-

'. IS is neesar t rCOen1'e 1mat the clc:ulation or' evaporation is only an
u!prroxlm,_t:o.- becase it dloers not ac:oulnt ".,r the evaporation or Spray. When water

waves break in the presence of'%wind. f.r~: ormed wXhich is not included in the latent

he at !!lx. hut sh -'e partiAly included~ in the, evaporation calculation. Drops or' salt

are :"ormed b; evaorat ion or' the spra; F h:'Z salt ftA"IS back into the water. :ncreasing

the nnixed :aver sahnity. It is not known yet h-ow imnportant the Spray c!'Iect is.

i lowever t.he miethod or' corriuttng evaporation can be considered as, a good first-order

2.Cues S.

, i dlaily averac values or' evaporation toi'ether with monthly values cf'

-recipitation iS a mi~xing or' time scales, haLt actually d aily PreCL'pitaticn rates are not

avi.a:c. f 12urc 4.5 Shows the observed and Simulated values or- sea <ur,1,LaC

temperature and mIxed layer depth, alongL with the simulated values of salinity at

:vat-ion 'P' with monthly values of' precip-titton and those daily values of' evaporattl'on.

PrhIs I .ure shows that starting in early su.mmer, temperature is a li;ttle '.varrner than the

*tcnerature when no precipitLation and no ev aporation was included in the model. I he

temperature ends up only sigShtly' colder than the case where just prec~pitat-ion \5<15

ctnqldered. The salinity shows a srnall. decrease, at the beginning or' the ; ear, Inut ilter

d:20 it starts to increase in value until A\pril. It reaches a peak value or'
approx.Imately 34.6 ppm due to the entrainmnent of' water wxith higher saiitfrom

-io~ t a rate faster than the net p-ccipitation. During \Iay and Septemb. er na

:ncreaSCs In Salhnitv are apparent due to) evaiporation exceeding precipit at br. n L as

tw-,o mnonths. Sahinitv again increases at theC Cnd Or' the year1 due to entramnt.i I f

'pN
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net change in sanitv over a whole year is less than 0. 1 ppm, but there is an important

effect unon the MLD which is roughlv 25 meters shallower than for the case with no

freshwater flux. This 25 meters represents a 2 0. chance in NILD. From tie predicted

NI LD. it is clear that the difference becins in the eariy spring at which time the mixed

laver forced begins to shalIow. There is a net accumulation of about 5'7 cm of water.

..:Ver one y.ear, net precipitation minus evaporation is about 49 cm. This value is ver

c.ose to tue hypothetical case for which precipitation rmnus evaporation was set equal

to a constant vaue of 50 cm year, yielding a shallower M LD by about 20 meters after

one ':ear. Therefore, the seasonal cvcle in precipitation and evaporation results in only

ia smal nal d:lference in comparison with the constant P-E case.

In order tc onserve more closely the variability in temperature and in MLD due

to the presence of salinity flux, the relative differences in these variables were computed

relative to the case of P-E = 0.

F i cure -.0 depicts the time series of the differences of" salinity, temperature and

n-, xed layer depth for a realistic forcing bv P-E relative to the P-F = 0 case.

* ~\ NCte that the average NILD sometimes is deeper. This occurs occasionally

whenever P-E 0 for a few days. The largest fluctuation in relative M LD are, however.

-.elatedt the diurnal cy.cle. The diurnal cycle can be shallower or deeper, and

rrobabLv ne times when it is deeper are the cases of no rainfall. Two time scales are

evideat. -he diurnal c.cIe is the most obvIous, but the time scale considered to be
mere :,uporan: in this study, is the seasonal one. Salinity shows a net chne over a

-' vear of aimost I.. I ppm. This is only a small difference, but it has a large ef'oct on the

NI LD. showing a depth difference of almost 25 meters at the end of the ,ear. Tlhis

renresen's an almost 20"o reduction in ,mixed layer depth. This case shows that the

NILD differences are not vern significant until after the fall deepening is well undenav

after day 330 (end of November). At this time the NILD difterence is only - meters

shailower. There is more precipitation than evaporation all summer lonC, so the

,urface is of lower salinity than the underiying water. In winter, rain tends to reduce

". sa.rity of the surface water. .\t the end of the year, the most :mnortant effect fOr

sainitv, is that the layer is entrainin underlying water that has hicher salnit%...\ '-ele

"i, stor:n Irom about days 330-335 entrained enouch hich salinitv water from below tc

ancst completely counter the mixed laver salinitv reduction of a'out 0.1 pnm which

caued, !-v several months of net rainfall excess over evaporation.

4.4
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Temperature at the end of the year is half of a degree warmer than the case

without rainfall. The peak temperature difference, which occurs at day 225 (summer

time. is caused by the inability of spring and summer storms to mix down through the

strengthening seasonal halocline. Although this happened in the shallowing season, it

reallv is an accumulative effect of a reduction in storm mixing over several months. In

Fiure -4.5. at around day l-S a mixed laver temperature of 6.9 0 C is observed. This

temperature fal's due to a storm on about day 14S. In Figure 4.6 the temperature

shows an almost steady increase between days 125 and 225, and the MLD for that

period oftine seemed to be the same as for the P-E = 0 case. There was, therefore, no

apparent reason for the temperature changes because there is no difference in heat

cc::ent. A possible explanation is that heat is mixed down in a different way so it

appears like that there is no significant difference in i LD. This is not obvious

'ecause most of the time throughout this period MLD was not significantly different.

At times, however, the MILD spikes are different, and it is believed that this correlates

'.%i:h storms. For example, after the storm on day 148 where the MLD difference is

about 2 or S meters. This mixing event occurs during the shallowing season when the

-,nixed laver is on\ about I0 or 15 meters deep. Hence 2 or 3 meters for that scale

represents a 1f or 20% temperature change for the same heat content. This amount

of' NILD difference represents a large amount of heat content if the thermocline is

lar-e. Every time that a storm occurs, only a couple of meters difference in depth

results due to the added buoyancy of net precipitation, but this represents a siLnificant

di!ecrence n the verical distribution of heat. This explains why the temperature was

%in creasins although. the MLD was usually the same throughout the period.

!n Figure 4.6 it is clear that the biggest difference in temperature and salinity

occ:urs at around day 225 which corresponds to the summer shallowing season. In

order to provide more insight into the difference in vertical heat distribution at this

ti:.., vertical profilies of temperature and sa'inity are presented in the next two Figures.

Ficure 4.7 is the collection of vertical temperature profiles, once an hour, for day 225

.summer time) for the P-E = ! simulation. Figure -4.S represents the vertical

temperature profiles, once an hour, for the same day when precipitation and

Sevaporation values are included. Comparing Figures 4.7 and 4.S, it is apparent that the

case including precip:taticn and evapor ion is 0.50C warmer than the case where no

rainfail and no evaporation. TShis surLace temperature difference is entirely due to the

"l-dlerences in t!'e veri al mixine oC se, eralI storms that mxed the ocean to depth's of

-"- "
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about 55 m, 39 m and 2S m respectively At each of these depths there are sharp

themolines which were created in succession (Figure 4.-7). These same storms mixed

the ocean to the relatively shallower depths of about 51 m. 3- m and 2- m.

respectivel, for the simulation which included precipitation. The net heat content and

the vertical integral of each of the respective profiles is of course identical. I lence the

surface temperature must be reduced for the situation with deeper thermoclines.

To verify the numerical model integration, the temperature profiles were

verttcailv integrated over the upper 200 meters for both simulations on day 225. The

differen.ce in Ihea. content for the two cases was 0.44 °C, representing an average

te: ,oerature error of only about 0.0022 C. This small difference is attributable to

( computer round off error.

C. ADJUSTMENT FOR ADVECTION OF SALINITY

Figure 4.5. shows the salinity starting value is 34.0 ppm. At the end of the year,

the saiinity has dropped to 33.71 ppm. This trend of about -0.3 ppm year would repeat

ever year (assuming the surface forcing is representative), and it must be countered in

the ',on,- term by advection. In order to compensate for this trend, the linear fit

Fig-re 4.9 is subtracted from the predicted salinity time series to give the salinity
seasonal cycle Figure 4.10. This method in essence simulates advection. and it provides

a salinitv time series which can be better compared with the seasonal climatolcgv.

F io:re 4.10.

As -as exrected and because the trend was subtracted the last value of the

-- nit- anomaly is the ane value as the first point. In this way values of salinity

'r, -e. Ivnni I , in January and ending in December must be the same. In Fioure 4.10. the

cliratology for surface salinity shows an annual cycle with a maximum value of 0.66

ppm at around day 100 which, in late winter. There are several iUnima due to the

transient nature of the nxed laver salinity during the summer and fall. Comparirg the

timcs at which these minima occur with the mixed laver depth plot, they are found to

correspond to times when the mixed laver is :nost shallow.

Because no salinity data was available in adequate synoptic detail for 1)6-, the
"-. calculated simulation of salinity can be compared only with the climatology at Station

1'' far 25 years (August 19.56 to June 19S 1). Figure 4.11 depicts the climatology of

sCasoa', temoerature structure at Ocean Station "P", and Figure 4.12 show-s the

,i:tov for the salinity structare. From Figure 4.11 it is apparent that significant

.r.an's ocur in the upper I()() meters. The surfa, ce temperature at the beginning of the

U~i.
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year is 61.04 0 C. Then it cools for the next three months. reachng a minimum in Nlarh

a sur,"ace value of' ."2C. The surface temperature subsequently warms, reachin-.

a maximum in September with a value of 12."4 0 C. For the rest of the %ear. surface

temperature steadily drops to a value of 6.SOC by December. This cycle influences

the upper 100 meters. Between 100 and 125 meters. there are no significant changes in

tenperature over the year. Below 125 meters large changes in temperature must be
due to seasonal advection of the thermocline caused possibly by seasonal-scale Ekman

Punping. In about May the apparent rise of the permanent thermocline might be due

to Ekman Suction by the climatological low pressure in this region at this time of the

y e ar

Figure 4.12 shows that salinity has a parallel seasonal structure to temperature.

T'he surface salinity value in January is 32.64 ppm and remains almost constant for the

first two months down to a depth of approximately 70 meters. In March salinity

increases, reaching a maximum surface vaiue in April of 32.689 ppm, after which

sainity decreases throughout the rest of the year. It is apparent from Figure 4.12 that

salinity has an almost constant value between the surface and the upper 30 meters,

" below .v1ich there are little vertical changes until a depth of approximately 100 meters.

The almost horizontal contours in Figure 4.12 between the depths of 100 and 150

meters are due to the linear interpolation of the climatological data by the contouring

routine. Below 150 meters salinity does not show evidence of Ekman pumping suction.

However. this may be due the lack of observations.

Figures -4.11 and 4.12 show that the deepest mixed layer depth is about 100

meters. lHowever the "true" climatological deepest ILD is probably .onsiderably

grea:er than 100 meters. The apparent MLD in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 will be reduced

by the averaging process used to construct the respective climatologes.

The climatology of surface salinity shows a big increase in April and a big drop

in August through September. The biggest differences between climatology and the

single year prediction of salinity (Figure 4.10) is from August until December. This

clinatology of Dorman and Bourke [Ref. S] is not necessarily representative of tlie year

-n ;uesticn, 1967, and horizontal advection is no: explicitly included in the calculation
here. Nevertheless the predicted seasonal response in surf-ace salinity i" consistent with

the climatology, within expected statistical variations. In particular, the phase of the

climatlogy signal is in agreement with the phase of'the signal that was predicted.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of salinity on the seasonal-

scale eColution of the mid-latitude oceanic planetary boundary& la er. It was

hypothesized that important aspects of the seasonal thermocline formation and erosion

could only be explained by the addition of a salinity flux at the surtace of a

thermodynamic uxed layer model. Because of the lack of useable synoptic data for

precipitation, the problem was approached in two ways: 1) using hx pothetical values of

precipitation and evaporation, and 2) using realistic thermal forcing and wind stress

data together with climatology for precipitation.

For the hypothetical forcing case, evaporation and precipitation were assumed

first to be in balance over a year to simulate an annual cycle in temperature. salinity

and mixed layer depth (MLD) with no surface salinity flux. Hypothetical values of

evaporation and precipitation were then specified to find the seasonal effects of a

steady fresh water flux on the salinity structure and consequently on the NILD and

thermal structure. For cases in which evaporation exceeds precipitation, the mixed

layer salinity increases at first then decreases. Steady precipitation causes the .I LD to

be shallower during the whole year. but the shallowing is greatest at the end of the year

due to the accumulative effect of net precipitation. For the case of steady net

evaporation, the mixed layer salinity increases, but the layer entrains more water with

lower salinity from below which tends to cancel the salinity increase caused by

evaporation. After the first three months of net evaporation, the MID difference
row~s rapidly. The upward buoyancy flux caused by net evaporation increases the

turbulent kinetic energy, further increasing the entrainment rate until the spring, after

%which shallowing occurs. The mixed layer temperature shows a slower seasonal rate of

increase when compared with the case in which precipitation is greater than

evaporation.

When precipitation exceeds evaporation, the mixed layer after the third month

shcws a slower deepening rate, entraining water with a higher salinity. floweretr the

dilution effect is not as great as for the net evaporation case. During the econd half

of the ,ear, precipitation and entrainment of high-salinity water alost balan:c.

Vausin,z ixed laver saLinitv to be almost steady fr the last so~era: : ;rom ,,,t

summer unti early winter.

-p (',2
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A ser:es of, hypothetical tests showed that prec:pitation and evaporao:,n i'a e a

% ,

si.cant effect on 'he mixed laver and on mixed laxer mode:;nQ at annual 1a:
seasonal time scales. The f'esh water flux across the air-sea interface is :he :t:,;t
important factor influencing the salinity of the upper laxer of the open ocean

horefore, fresh water tiux should be included in mixed laser models for seasonal and

" ocer ttrne scaies, even when temperature appears to be dominant over salinity in the
dens,,v structure.

To show the effect of salinity for an actual case, the year 1)7 at OWS -P- was

selected for simulation. To obtain as realistic forcing as possible (when sxnoptic
preciri:ation observations were unavailable), monthly average precipitation vaiues were

oaned from Dorman and Bourke 11979) jRef. S1. Daily evaporation values were

caic'aia:ed from latent heat fluxes. This calculation showed that evaporation is weakest
in the summer, and the highest %alues were in the fall and winter seasons. Monthly net
evaporat:on exceeds climatological precipitation in May and August only. The

ca!l'ulation of evaporation and precipitation values were only an approximation since

no spray effects were considered in the computation. Use of the more realistic
est:ndaton of net precipitation over evaporation causes the nixed laver to be 25 meters

shallower than the case without fresh water flux, representing a 200o change. RainfaIll

at OWS "P'" is therefore particularly important in keeping the mixed laver relati\ely

shal'oV during the late fall and winter. The results were comparable to zhe

hpothetical forcing of a constant P-E of 0.5 m, year. The addition of salinity forcin

aiso chaanced the predicted mixed laver temperature, even though the surface heat
,. - ,:Lxe,, wrc unchanged. The biggest temperature difference occurs in the sumnmer. The

diFerence is especially pronounced after early April through the summer, after which it

decreases until the end of the year. Mixed layer salinity shows a -0).2s ppmn c..ange

O over : Ie ".vhole year showing that a small long-term advective source of salinity is
needed for a climatological balance to be maintained.

In a similar manner, time series of the differences of salinity, temperature and

"\l I) netween the cases with and without precipitation and evaporat;on were

calculated. Calculation of the differences in MLD. temperature and salinity relative to

the annual simulation with no surface sa init% flux revealed two dominant time scales.

the d::rna cv:cle and the seasonal cycle. The seasonal cycle was considered more

.... •tororat in ts tudy. The seasonal trend is very similar to ,he h\'pothetical cae
,"-' tn a constant value of precipitation-evaporation of(). m \ear.

%.-.L
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:Vthioa-h the sainliv chance is small, approximately 0.1 ppm. there 1sa izlre

effecz on the \ML-). showino a d'ifference or 25 meter- at the end of the vea.r. I Ihe

:ernuera:ture is a half, de-rce w armer than for the case wi thout rainf'all. The smiall1 t ren d

in ~ai:vneeds to bne balanced by horizontal advection and or vertical diffusion in the

nmcuel. Fhiis trend Was SubItracted. f-rom the computed Values of surf-ace salinity in order

:o compare "he predicted annual salinitY cycle with climatology . Although horizontal

a1J\ecu,.on tn~d cdiFus:or. are neglected and precipitation Is only approximated, the

eutsare c:ons"stent wxith expected statistical variations. The phase of salinity

chaoa 'x"'1th-the pr~itJsalinity is particularl,, consistent. The best actual

aereentIs between J.±nuarxy and July. After this the model over-predicts the rise in

Future %vork, is recommenrded, in this study especially including more realistic

vJalues -!' prec:-pitatton and evaporation. This mav be possible byv taking into

ccn, ieratlon teamount Lf cloud cover and also the w ind stress in order to derive an

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 11 efet' aaeeia~nfrSncpt:C-Scale precipitation. Holrizontal advectlon and

vertical JjIusion shoul-I a~so o)e included in f"Uture modeling to get a miore realistic
a~oxmt~ntot'. tepav b-etween iedlaver and larize-scale circulation

Jv~m:'s a t Ocean Weath'er Station 11
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